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The lecture explores the contemporary revival of Chinese Mahāyāna Buddhism, and includes the Cross-Straits comparative typological study of Buddhist institutions and monastic religious practices. Dr. Chiu’s approach links theory, e.g., the Vinaya Piṭaka, with practice as observed via ethnographic fieldwork, with the aim of deepening our understanding of how Buddhist traditions are practiced in modern society. It is important to bear in mind that the Vinaya were compiled in Ancient India, a context dramatically different from contemporary Chinese conditions – even monastic ones. It is therefore eminently worth investigating how Vinaya rules are being adapted to specific local Chinese contexts and/or a Chinese cultural ethos by contemporary Buddhist institutions, and perhaps more importantly, what difficulties Chinese nuns experience in observing particular precepts due to socio-cultural factors, and the extent to which they adapt their behaviour (or the rules themselves) to deal with such difficulties.
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